6TH ANNUAL NATIONAL MARKET TRANSFORMATION CONFERENCE: Welcome and Keynote


ESC President Tom Walther and Nevada ESC Chapter Public Sector Chair Kelly Thomas will kick-off the conference. The attendees will be "Welcomed" by Henderson Councilwoman Gerri Schroder. Two Keynote presentations will follow the welcome. Keynote presenters are:

- Dr. Tim Unruh, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Renewable Power, US Department of Energy (The Evolution of GESPC);
- David Terry, Executive Director, National Association of State Energy Officials (The State of the Nation's Energy Programs).

A Keynote panel discussion will conclude the conference proceedings for the day. "The Utility of the Future" panel consists of Kris Mayes (Arizona State University), Amanda Ormond (Western Grid Group) and John Hargrove (Association of Energy Services Professionals). This moderated discussion will focus on what the utility of the future may look like.

Day One concludes with the Nevada ESC Chapter Host Reception from 6:00 to 7:30pm in the Exhibit Hall.

Attendance is limited — so register soon! See ya'll in Henderson

Learn More

Thank You Bronze Sponsor: ECO Engineering
ECO Engineering’s primary business is providing energy efficient lighting services to both Energy Services Companies (ESCOs) and Fortune 1000 firms. The company has a distinctive profile in that they are an engineering and design firm which comprehensively audits the existing lighting infrastructure of major facilities to optimize the savings potential from upgraded lighting systems, controls and technologies. Eco Engineering also provides turn-key execution services and performs all project implementation.